
LONG AWAITED NEW MINING REGULATION IS FINALLY ENACTED

The new Mining Operations Implementation Regulation ("Mining Regulation") was enacted on 21 September 2017,
replacing the old 2010 regulation. In fact, this legislative action was long awaited since Mining Law No. 3213 went through
substantial changes in 2015, changing some of the established core mining concepts such as the royalty agreements
regime, supervision requirements, and non-completion related sanctions. The 2010 Mining Operations Implementation
Regulation was not updated to accompany these substantial changes, but now the Mining Regulation, not only finalized the
adjustment phase but also took new steps such as providing the General Directorate of Mining Works ("GDMW"), the
governmental body in charge of the mining sector, with certain new control mechanisms.

While the 2015 changes to the Mining Law allowed the companies involved in infrastructure investments under the build-
transfer-operate ("BOT") model to produce the raw materials to be used in the relevant construction works, the Mining
Regulation sets out the details of how the relevant permitting processes before the GDMW will work, in addition to
explaining the details of the permitting fee exemptions/reductions from which these companies can benefit. The Mining
Regulation also addresses those cases where mining operations and other investments may overlap each other in terms of
the relevant project zones. Finally, the tendering requirements concerning the mining fields now have their own legislation
known as the Mining Areas Tender Regulation.

A summary of some of the new material concepts and changes introduced with the Mining Regulation issued by the
Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources may be found below.

A. Increased Control over the License Holders

Stricter licensing regime

In order to have better oversight on the capacity of applicants to deliver the projects for which they have requested permits,
the Mining Regulation introduced new qualification requirements including measures to test the financial strengths of the
applicants. Applicants for an exploration permit (arama ruhsatı) are now required to submit a reference letter from a bank
demonstrating either a credit line or a deposit account sufficient to meet the financial capacity requirements existing under
the former legislation. However, corporate applicants are authorized to demonstrate 30% of the financial capacity
requirement threshold via their share capital, with the remaining 70% evidenced through a reference letter from a bank. As
for real person applicants, the entirety of the financial capacity requirement should be met with a bank reference letter. This
regulation does not introduce any further details on the qualifications for banks that may provide this required reference
letter. The Mining Regulation requires that the applicants for the operation licenses prove a financial capacity corresponding
to minimum 20% of the relevant investment amount.

Share Transfers are now Subject to the Pre-Approval of the GDMW

If a mining license owning entity goes through a share transfer concerning 10% or more of its shares, the pre-approval of
the GDMW is now required prior to performance of the relevant transfer. Such share transfer approval requirements have
long existed in other regulated sectors, and are now finally applicable in the mining sector as well. While this regulation
does not address the details or the parameters that the GDMW will take into account in its review of the share transfer, we
assume that a new shareholder would be evaluated from the perspective of reputation as well as the financial capacity.
This approval requirement applies in all cases of mining licenses.

Insurance Requirement

While a compulsory insurance mechanism was previously introduced to the mining sector under a Council of Ministers
decision in 2015, the Mining Regulation has expanded its scope of application to cover Group IV (b) mines. This regulation
now requires license holders to not only insure individual work hazards for workers employed in underground mines, but
also the operational activities of surface mining sites concerning Group IV (b) mines (i.e. raw energy materials).

Extended Production Requirements for Extension of the License Term

Under the former regime, holders of mining operation licenses could apply for an extension of their license terms if the
production levels at the facilities proved out to be 40% above the five-year production forecast set out in the original project.
The relevant requirement has now been increased to 50%.

The Mining Regulation also provides that the term of the operation licenses cannot go beyond 30 years for Group I mines,
40 years for Group II mines and 50 years for the remaining groups. This is a deviation from the former legislation which
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allowed a maximum term of 60 years for operation licenses.

B. License/Permit Related Changes

Exploration and operation license holders can now transfer their discovery permits either together with or independently
from their main licenses, whereas in the former regime, discovery permits were attached to the original licenses. Discovery
permits basically correspond to the right of the original license holder to the visible reserves mentioned in the technical
reports, the status of which had been approved by the GDMW.

C. Royalty Agreements

While the most material change in relation to the commonly used royalty agreements in the old regime was introduced in
2015 with the changes to the Mining Law, such as the requirement for approval by the Ministry of Energy and Natural
Resources for royalty agreements, and the restriction against the signing of royalty agreements for underground coal mines
(except for public institutions and organizations), the Mining Regulation introduces additional requirements that can be
summarized as follows:

The GDMW must be notified of any changes to the address and shareholding structure of the counter-parties (non-
license holding entities) of the royalty agreements; and
Shareholders who own more than 10% of the shares of the royalty right owners should be disclosed to the GDMW.

D. Overlapping Mining Operations and Investments

In practice, there can be overlap at times between mining related investments and other public or private investments with
a public benefit in terms of the land concerned. The Mining Law addresses those cases and authorizes a board, chaired by
the Minister of Development and composed of the Minister of Energy and Natural Resources and other relevant ministers,
to evaluate the benefits of these overlapping investments and decide which one should continue.

The Mining Regulation details both the application and decision procedure concerning overlapping investments. It also
provides that the owner of the investment that is allowed to continue must compensate the other party for the investment
expenses, which is calculated based on a formula that is also set forth under the Mining Regulation.

E. Other

Some other changes introduced in the Mining Regulation are below:

The Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources introduced the Mining Areas Tender Regulation concerning the
tender process for mining fields. This new regulation provides detailed provisions for joint tenders concerning mining
areas within close proximity of each other, in order to encourage the development of large facilities as well as to
bring stand-alone mining areas with a lower economic value into the picture by combining those fields with
economically more attractive mining areas.
The new regulation also introduced provisions permitting companies engaged in infrastructure investments using a
BOT model to produce - through the life of their project - raw materials production permits for the materials to be
used during the construction phase of their BOT project. Accordingly, the relevant companies will go through a
special and expedited permitting process and will benefit from 70% fee exemption.
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